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1. Introduction

Ultra wideband (UWB) radio is a promising technology for short range wireless communications. It can be used for both high rate and low rate transmissions. High data rate can be achieved by using multiband (MB)-UWB approach whereas low data rate with robust system performance can be obtained by employing time hopping (TH)-UWB radio systems Majhi et al. (2006); Win & Scholtz (1998a). Nowadays, applications of UWB are spreading to various fields such as vehicle communications, wireless sensor networks, ad hoc wireless networks, and controller area networks. The most of the systems require low to moderate (1 kbs-100 mbs) data rates with an acceptable implementation cost. However, due to the presence of fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse FFT (IFFT), MB-UWB may not be a cost effective procedure for low data rate systems. Therefore, one needs an efficient system which adaptively changes the data rate from low to moderate with robust system performance. TH-UWB with OOK-PSM modulation provides low data rate with robust system performance Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Richardson (2008). However, it is possible to scale the TH-UWB radio system for low to moderate data rates by incorporating higher level modulation schemes with an adaptive method.

For TH-UWB systems, various $M$-ary modulation schemes such as pulse position modulation (PPM), pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), pulse shape modulation (PSM), and their combined forms have been proposed to improve data rates and system performance with low complexities Bin et al. (2003); Durisi & Benedetto (2003); Ghavami et al. (2002); Michell et al. (2003); Usuda et al. (2004). However, due to the increase of inter symbol interference (ISI) in the presence of multipath channel, $M$-ary PPM or $M$-ary orthogonal PPM (OPPM) are not effective for TH-UWB systems with RAKE reception when $M$ is high Foerster (2003); Win & Scholtz (1998b). High-level $M$-ary PAM is rarely used in short range and low power consumption communications systems Guvenc & Arslan (2003). This is because that the Euclidian distances between constellations become small with increase in $M$. Due to its robustness against ISI and multiple access interference (MAI), pulse-based modulation such as PSM has become an interesting research topic in TH-UWB, direct sequence UWB (DS-UWB) and transmitted reference UWB (TR-UWB) radio systems Chu & Murch (2005); de Abrue et al. (2003); Gezici et al. (2006); Hwang et al. (2007); Kim & Womack (2007); Parr et al. (2003). However, high-level $M$-ary PSM cannot be used due to the limited auto correlation properties.
of higher order orthogonal pulses. Moreover, its system complexity increases linearly with order of pulse waveform Gezici & Kobayashi (2005); Harada et al. (2004).

To deal with these challenges, combined modulation schemes such as $M$-ary biorthogonal PSM (BPSM), PPM-PSM, BPSK-PSM and OOK-PSM have been provided for $M$-ary TH-UWB systems Hu & Zheng (2005); Majhi, Madhukumar & Premkumar (2007); Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007b); Michell et al. (2003); Usuda et al. (2004).

However, $M$-ary BPSM still requires $M/2$ orthogonal pulses to transmit the signal. To improve system performance, PPM-PSM requires orthogonal coded modulation and memory at the receiver to maintain orthogonalities among the constellation vectors Mitchell & Kohno (2004). In the presence of multipath channel, BPSK-PSM and OOK-PSM cannot be used for higher level modulation scheme for higher data rates Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007b); Usuda et al. (2004).

In order to address these problems, a combined modulation scheme (OPPM-BPSM) for TH-UWB systems was provided by the first author of this chapter to increase system data rate with good system performance Majhi et al. (2011). The proposed scheme was a combination of orthogonal PPM (OPPM) and BPSM modulation. In this chapter, we provide TH-UWB system design based on orthogonal pulse waveform. To show the robustness of orthogonal pulse waveform for TH-UWB systems we have provided performance analysis, capacity analysis and power spectral analysis of various orthogonal pulse based modulation schemes. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: section 2 describes used orthogonal pulses and its various modulation forms. Section 3 discusses system performance of OPPM-BPSM modulation schemes and its various interference issues. Section 4 provides the system capacity of TH-UWB systems for several orthogonal pulse based modulation schemes. Section 5 provides power spectral analysis of orthogonal pulse based modulation scheme of TH-UWB systems. Section 6 is provided for the simulation results. Section 7 provides the summary of chapter.

2. System model for TH-UWB

One of the essential functions in TH-UWB systems is the representation of a message symbol by a short duration pulse waveform for signal transmission through air de Abrue & Kohno (2003); Hu & Beaulieu (2004). The pulse waveform is an important design consideration which can affect UWB system performance considerably. The successful deployment of high data rate indoor TH-UWB systems strongly depends on the development of pulse waveforms and modulation schemes. Because of the short pulse waveforms, UWB is capable of providing high data rates for short range wireless communication. The chapter describes orthogonal pulse based TH-UWB system.

2.1 Orthogonal pulses

The commonly used orthogonal pulses for PSM modulation scheme are modified Hermite pulses (MHPs)Tahmasbi et al. (2002), Prolate spheroidal wave functions (PSWFs) Usuda et al. (2004), Battle-Lemarie wavelet orthogonal function Kim et al. (2005), and Haar wavelet orthogonal function Zhang & Zhou (2005). In this chapter all the analysis has been done based on MHPs and PSWFs. The system performance depends on autocorrelation and crosscorrelation properties. In addition, MAI is also reduced considerably by using crosscorrelation properties of orthogonal pulses. The time and frequency domain representation of MHPs are given in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Time and frequency (logarithmic plot) domains representation of modified Hermite pulses (MHPs).
2.2 M-ary Pulse Shape Modulation (PSM)
In pulse shape modulation, a set of symbols is assigned by a set of orthogonal pulses which are orthonormal. The M-ary signal set for PSM can be written as

\[ s^{(k)}(t) = \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \sqrt{E^{(k)}} w^{(k)}_{\left\lfloor j/N_{s}\right\rfloor \%M} (t - jT_f - c^{(k)}T_c) \]  

where \( \{w_0(t), w_1(t), \ldots, w_{M-1}(t)\} \) is a set of orthogonal pulses and in general \( w_i(t) \perp w_l(t) = 0 \) for \( i \neq l \) and 1 for \( i = l \) in normalized form. M correlators and corresponding orthogonal pulses are used as a reference signal to detect M-ary signal at the receiver Usuda et al. (2004)Kim et al. (2005). Any mutually orthonormal pulses can be used for this modulation scheme.

2.3 M-ary Biorthogonal PSM
Biorthogonal PSM (BPSM) modulation is similar to BPM scheme, the only difference is that it is used for M-ary signaling. M-ary BPSM uses \( M/2 \) orthogonal pulses in the transmitter and \( M/2 \) correlators in the receiver to transmit all \( M \) possible symbols. The number of correlators or matched filters used in this scheme drops to half of those used in M-ary PSM scheme, thus reducing complexity of TH-UWB systems. An M-ary BPSM modulation has been proposed in Wen & Guoxin (2005). The output of an M-ary BPSM can be a signal with \( M/2 \) possible pulse shapes which are biorthogonal. Orthogonal pulse shapes are represented as follows: \( w_0(t), w_1(t), \ldots, w_{M/2-1}(t) \). The negative ones are defined as \( w_{i+M/2}(t) = -w_i(t) \), where \( i = 0, 1, \ldots, M/2 - 1 \).

BPSM gives high data rate and makes it easier to map symbols into pulse waveforms. It has high power efficiency due to pulse polarity. However, similar to BPM scheme, it also requires two transmitters to generate BPSM signal. Maintaining bi-phase of orthogonal pulses is a challenging task. On the other hand, due to limitation of the possible number of orthogonal pulses it cannot be used for higher level modulation schemes.

2.4 M-ary OPPM-BPSM
OPPM-BPSM scheme is a combination of orthogonal PPM and biorthogonal PSM (OPPM-BPSM). In order to transmit \( M \) symbols, one has to use \( L \) orthogonal pulse positions and \( N \) biorthogonal pulses where \( M = 2^k \), \( L = 2^l \), \( N = 2^k - 1 \), \( k > 1 \) and \( 0 \leq l \leq k - 1 \). Antipodal pulses are chosen to smooth the PSD of TH-UWB signal and to improve its coexistence ability with NB systems without any degradation in system performance Majhi, Madhukumar & Ye (2007). These biorthogonal pulses reduce the number of correlators in the receiver. Further, the system complexity is reduced by half when compared with a scheme that uses a combination of \( L \) pulse positions and \( N \) orthogonal pulses Kim et al. (2005). By changing the number of pulse positions and orthogonal pulses, one can construct a wide variety of symbols. For example, M-ary BPPM scheme can be constructed by using \( M/2 \) pulse positions and one biorthogonal pulse waveform, and M-ary BPSM scheme can be constructed by using one pulse position and \( M/2 \) biorthogonal pulses Wen & Guoxin (2005); Zhang & Gulliver (2005a). OPPM-BPSM scheme ensures relatively constant power envelope for transmitted symbol irrespective of the number of pulse positions and biorthogonal pulses. This multidimensional scheme increases the Euclidean distance of the transmitted signal, so power efficiency increases without affecting signal bandwidth Ramseier & Schlegel (1993). Since each position is able to transmit multiple orthogonal pulses, it does not require longer chip duration as well as longer time frame compared to M-ary OPPM or M-ary BPPM.
schemes. Theoretically, $N \times L$ correlators are required in the receiver for M-ary OPPM-BPSM scheme, however, only $N$ correlators with $L$ delay units are sufficient to receive the signal. These delays can be implemented through software which reduces hardware complexity of M-ary OPPM-BPSM scheme for $N < M$.

3. Performance of M-ary OPPM-BPSM

The system performance of the orthogonal pulse based modulation scheme decreases in the presence of multipath channel. The performance of OPPM-BPSM scheme is evaluated using the UWB multipath channel model based on the indoor channel measurement in the 2-8 GHz frequency band accepted by the IEEE802.15.3a study group Foerster (2003); Saleh & Valenzuela (1987). For simplicity, it is also assumed that signal is transmitted by using $i^{th}$ ($0 \leq i \leq N - 1$) order pulse in the $q^{th}$ ($0 \leq q \leq L - 1$) pulse position. Therefore the signal in Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a) can be rewritten as

$$s_{iq}^{(k)}(t) = \sum_j \sqrt{E_{tx}^{(k)}} d_m^{(k)} \alpha_i^{(k)} w_i^{(k)}(t - jT_f - c_j^{(k)}T_c - \delta_q^{(k)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $d_m \in \{-1, 1\}$. If there are $N_u$ users and each experiences a different channel model, the simplified received signal can be expressed as

$$r(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_u} \sum_{l=1}^{L_p} \alpha_l^{(k)} s_{iq}^{(k)}(t - \tau_l^{(k)}) + n(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\tau_l^{(k)}$ is the delay of path of $k^{th}$ user which takes values in the continuous time-invariant model, $\alpha_l^{(k)}$ is the $l^{th}$ path gain of $k^{th}$ user, and $L_p$ is the maximum number of paths among the users. It is assumed that the reference RAKE receiver is synchronized i.e. $\tau_1^{(1)} = 0$ for $l^{th}$ RAKE finger of user 1. The receiver structure with RAKE fingers is shown in Fig.2. To receive the symbols, receiver requires $L$ bank of correlators based on the $L$ positions and each bank of correlators contains $N$ correlators based on the order of orthogonal pulse. Further, each correlator contains RAKE fingers based on the number of estimated paths. The delay of the paths and fading are done by channel estimation.

The reference signal in correlator of $i^{th}$ order pulse and $q^{th}$ pulse position of user 1 can be expressed as

$$\phi_{iq}^{(1)}(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{N_s-1} v_l^{(1)}(t - jT_f - c_j^{(1)}T_c - \delta_q^{(1)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $N_s$ is the number of pulse repetition interval for a symbol and

$$v_l^{(1)}(t) = \sum_{p=1}^{L_p} \alpha_p^{(1)} w_i^{(1)}(t - \tau_p^{(1)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
Fig. 2. Receiver structure for the OPPM-BPSM scheme (a) Block diagram for bank of correlators for the different pulse position and different order of orthogonal pulses. (b) Block diagram of correlators for 0th pulse position and ith (i = 0, 1, ..., N - 1) order pulse which contains Lp RAKE fingers for different delays and different weights.
3.1 Decision statistics
At the receiver, the received signal, indicated as a useful signal, is corrupted by mainly three additive noise components: ISI noise generated due to multipath components, MAI due to presence of multiple users, and thermal noise generated in receiver antenna and receiver circuitry. The problem of receiver design can thus be stated as follows: Finding a good, when possible optimal, way for extracting a useful signal from the received signal. Solving the general problem is a complicated task that leads to complex receiver structures and requires good modeling of noise components. It is assumed that the receiver has perfect channel estimation and uses partial RAKE combining. At sample time $t = (j + 1)T_f$, the combined output of first $L_p$ paths of the correlator for $i^{th}$ order pulse and for $q^{th}$ pulse position can be written as Jia & Kim (2005); Jiang et al. (2005)

$$z_{iq}^{(1)} = \int_{jT_f}^{(j+1)T_f} r(t)\phi_{iq}^{(1)}(t)dt$$

$$= S_{iq}^{(1)} + ISI_{iq}^{(1)} + MAI_{iq}^{(1)} + N_{iq}^{(1)}$$

(6)

where $S_{iq}^{(1)}$ is the desired signal, $ISI_{iq}^{(1)}$ is the ISI term, $MAI_{iq}^{(1)}$ is the MAI term and $N_{iq}^{(1)}$ is the AWGN component of user 1 in the correlator of $i^{th}$ order pulse and $q^{th}$ pulse position. In order to improve detector performance of the system, effects of ISI and MAI have to be canceled before a symbol decision is made. In communication systems, decision feedback equalizers are commonly employed for this purpose. The main idea behind decision feedback equalization is that once a data symbol has been detected, the interference induces on the following symbols is estimated and subtracted out before the detection of subsequent symbols. Therefore, knowledge of the desired signal and interference noise is required to make correct decision. Gaussian approximation (GA) is not an appropriate method for finding the interference noise when a few multiple users are present in the system, However, due to its simplicity in the presence of multipath fading, this work assumes GA for the mathematical analysis for different noise terms Giorgetti & Chiani (2005).

3.2 Desired signal energy
The transmitted signal propagates in a multipath channel. To collect these multipath components, each correlator contains several RAKE fingers with different delays and weights. The desired multipath components are correlated with corresponding RAKE fingers, and some of these received energy are the desired or useful signal. In realistic scenarios it is assumed that pulses are orthogonal in a synchronized system. Therefore, the desired signal can be written as Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a)

$$S_{iq}^{(1)} = \sqrt{E_{tr}^{(1)} d_m^{(1)} N_s} \sum_{p=1}^{L_p} \left( \alpha_p^{(1)} \right)^2$$

(7)

It is observed that the received energy in the multipath channel increases with increase in the number of RAKE fingers in the correlators, and this improves system performance. However, large number of RAKE fingers increases the system complexity and channel estimation error. Therefore, a minimum number of RAKE finger is used with considerable system performance. Since $d_m^{(1)} \in \{ \pm 1 \}$, the constellation distance in OPPM-BPSM is far from those in OOK-PSM scheme, which results in better system performance than that in OOK-PSM scheme.
3.3 Inter Symbol Interference (ISI)
In the reality, channel is not perfectly estimated, and each path is not synchronized. So the decision variable is affected by other unexpected signals such as ISI. It occurs when multipath components are not received by their corresponding RAKE fingers, these are received by other RAKE fingers which have different weights and delays. The ISI noise of user 1 can be as Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a)

\[
\sigma_{ISI}^2 = E_{tr}^{(1)} N_s T_f^{-1} \sum_{p=1}^{L_p} \sum_{l=1}^{L_p} \sum_{p'=1}^{L_p} \sum_{l'=1}^{L_p} a_p^{(1)}(1) a_l^{(1)}(1) a_{p'}^{(1)}(1) X(\Delta) \tag{8}
\]

where \(X(\Delta)\) is the correlation function and \(\Delta\) is the delay parameter detail given in Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a). It is observed that ISI is not reduced by orthogonal pulses and their modulation schemes. It depends on channel estimation and its delay spread. The channel delay spread cannot be controlled by modulation schemes or system design. The ISI can be reduced by increasing the duration of pulse repetition interval, which affects system data rates. On the other hand, duration of pulse repetition interval can be shorter when several orthogonal pulses are used in one pulse position but it reduces the system performance. This is one of many practical limitations for higher data rate systems with good system performance.

3.4 Multiple Access Interference (MAI)
In multiple access systems, several users transmit signals over the same channel. Pulses originating in other transmission links may interfere with pulses belonging to a reference transmission giving rise to MAI. The MAI noise of user 1 from \(N_u - 1\) users can be written from Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a) as

\[
\sigma_{MAI}^2 = N_s T_f^{-1} \sum_{k=2}^{N_u} E_{tr}^{(k)} \sum_{p=1}^{L_p} \sum_{l=1}^{L_p} \sum_{p'=1}^{L_p} \sum_{l'=1}^{L_p} a_p^{(k)}(1) a_l^{(k)}(1) a_{p'}^{(k)}(1) a_{l'}^{(k)}(1) Y(\Delta') \tag{9}
\]

where \(Y(\Delta')\) is also a correlation function and \(\Delta'\) is the delay parameter. The cross correlation value is smaller than the auto correlation values in both synchronous and asynchronous systems. It is observed that MAI depends on correlation properties of orthogonal pulses and number of users in the system. MAI is the sum of interference of one user from all the other users. When all the users use the same set of orthogonal pulses MAI is the sum of expectation of the product of auto correlation and cross correlation. In the conventional system this is expectation of product of auto correlation. Due to the presence of cross correlation term, MAI is reduced. However, when all the users use a different subset of orthogonal pulses, MAI is the sum of expectation of product of cross correlation which is the extreme case for better system performance.

3.5 Performance analysis
It is assumed that the correlator output \(z_{iq}\) of \(i^{th}\) order pulse and \(q^{th}\) pulse position is larger than the other \(M/2 - 1\) correlator outputs. As discussed before, each output is corrupted by noise and the total noise at each correlator can be defined as \(\sigma_{ISI}^2 + \sigma_{MAI}^2 + \sigma_N^2\) where \(\sigma_N^2\) is AWGN. The corresponding average probability of a correct decision in the presence of ISI and
MAI can be expressed as Proakis (2001); Zhang & Gulliver (2005a)

\[
P_c = \int_0^\infty \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{z_{iq}}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sigma^2_{ISI} + \sigma^2_{MAI} + \sigma^2_N}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{2} \right) dx \right)^{\frac{2^k-1}{2^k}} p(z_{iq}) dz_{iq}
\]

(10)

where probability density function of \(z_{iq}\) can be written as

\[
p(z_{iq}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi (\sigma^2_{ISI} + \sigma^2_{MAI} + \sigma^2_N)}} \exp \left( -\frac{(z_{iq} - N_s \sqrt{E_{tr}(1) \sum_{p=1}^{L_p} (A_p^1)^2})^2}{2(\sigma^2_{ISI} + \sigma^2_{MAI} + \sigma^2_N)} \right)
\]

(11)

The probability of a symbol error for combined \(M\)-ary OPPM-BPSM is given by

\[
P_M = 1 - P_c.
\]

(12)

The BER of OPPM-BPSM scheme can be evaluated as Proakis (2001); Sklar (2001).

\[
P_b = \frac{2^{k-1}}{2^k - 1} P_M.
\]

(13)

3.6 Simulation results

The orthogonal pulse based system has been extensively simulated in different channel conditions. Simulation results of an 8-ary TH-UWB system for different number of pulse positions and orthogonal pulses in the presence of IEEE 802.15.3a UWB multipath channel model Foerster (2003) is discussed in this section. Channel model corresponding to line of sight (0-4m) environment (CM1) is used for this study. The performance is analyzed by using two different sets of orthogonal pulses such as MHPs and PSWFs. Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 show the results of these simulation studies. The theoretical results are also provided for checking the validation of GA with these simulation studies. The solid lines represent performance for MHPs and dashed lines represent the performance for PSWFs.

The performance of an 8-ary scheme is obtained by employing 1 position and 4 pulses, 2 positions and 2 pulses, and 4 positions and 1 pulse. In Fig. 3, the number of significant paths is decided by selecting paths within 10 dB of the strongest path. The performance is also evaluated using multi mode data rates, that is, duration of pulse position is fixed and duration of pulse repetition intervals is selected according to number of positions. The data rates of 1 position, 2 positions and 4 positions are 75 mb/s, 37.5 mb/s, and 18.75 mb/s, respectively for \(\delta = 10\) ns and \(N_s = 1\). Since duration of pulse repetition interval increases with the increase in the number of positions, the inter frame interference is reduced. Therefore, the system performance with more pulse positions (4 positions 1 pulse) is better than the system performance with 1 position and 4 pulses. However, system with multiple pulse positions reduces the data rate correspondingly. On the other hand, system with 1 position and 4 pulses results in degraded performance due to speculative auto correlation properties of higher order pulses. Therefore, number of pulse positions and pulses can be selected adaptively based on the requirements of data rate and system performance.

Fig. 5 shows the system performance of an 8-ary scheme for the same data rate (50 mb/s). Since pulse repetition interval is fixed for all possibilities of positions and pulses, length of each pulse position is decreased when 4 pulse positions and 1 pulse are considered.
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Fig. 3. Performance of 8-ary modulation scheme in different data rate by using modified Hermite and PSWF orthogonal pulses in multipath channel model where upto-10dB path is captured from peak point.

Fig. 4. Performance of 8-ary modulation scheme in different data rate by using modified Hermite and PSWF orthogonal pulses in multipath channel model where 85% energy is captured.
orthogonal pulses in multipath channel model where upto-10dB path is captured from peak point.

Multipath signals of previous pulse positions affect the correlators of the next pulse position resulting in performance degradation. So the noise floor increases with SNR in the presence of ISI and MAI for a large number of pulse positions. The corresponding results is shown in Fig. 5 which shows that the large number of pulse positions (4 positions and 1 pulse) results in performance degradation. It has also been shown that moderate number of pulse positions and pulses (2 positions 2 pulses) is a better choice for an acceptable data rate and system performance.

Since, auto correlation property of $0^{th}$ order MHPs and $0^{th}$ order PSWFs is the same, system with 4 positions and 1 pulse gives same performance for both pulses. However, difference in their auto correlation values increases with increase in the order of pulse, which results different performances for the use of higher order orthogonal pulses. Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 show that PSWFs pulses result in better performance than that of MHPs for more number of orthogonal pulses. Therefore, choice of orthogonal pulses also influences the system performance of pulse based modulation schemes.

4. Capacity of TH-UWB systems based on orthogonal pulse waveform

In this section, we provide capacity for different modulation schemes for TH-UWB systems Majhi, Xiang, Madhukumar & Premkumar (2008).

4.1 Capacity of M-ary PSM scheme

For simplicity, a wireless channel is normally assumed to be constant within a coherence time and varies in the next coherence times. A symbol duration for a UWB signal, $T_f$, is chosen as
less than the channel coherence time. In an indoor environment, the delay spread of a UWB channel is much less than the channel coherence time (Jiang et al. (2005); Zhang & Gulliver (2005b)). The RAKE receiver scheme is adopted at the receiver to combine the total \( L_p \) multi-path components (MPC) in following analysis. For a channel with a discrete-value input and a continuous-value output, a piece of \( k \)-bit information, \( \mathbf{U} = \{ U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_k \} \), is mapped to a set of signals with \( M = 2^k \) status of \( \mathbf{S} = \{ S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_M \} \), each of which, \( \mathbf{s}_{n,PSM} \) for the \( M \)-ary PSM scheme, can be simplified from (2) and represented as a \( M \)-dimensional signal vector.

\[
\mathbf{s}_{n,PSM} = [0, \cdots, \sqrt{E_{tr}}, 0, \cdots, 0]
\]  

(14)

where \( \mathbf{s}_{n,PSM} \) is a signal vector with a nonzero and nonnegative value at the \( n \)th position. The channel capacity can be derived by maximizing the mutual information between channel input and channel output, which is expressed as,

\[
C = \max_{p(\mathbf{S})} I(\mathbf{Y}; \mathbf{S})
\]  

(15)

where \( I(\mathbf{Y}, \mathbf{S}) \) is the mutual information between the channel output \( \mathbf{Y} \) and the channel input \( \mathbf{S} \).

We assume that there is no restriction on input signal other than imposing an average power constraint. As the bandwidth increases, the data rate of a communications system over a multipath fading channel equals to the capacity of a system with an infinite bandwidth over an additive white Gaussian channel with the same SNR. The mutual information approaches close to zero where there are infinite numbers of MPC. This result holds even when the receiver can perfectly track the excess delay of each MPC and the only uncertainty lies on its phase and amplitude. Since \( \mathbf{S} \) is the invertible function of \( \mathbf{U} \), the capacity becomes

\[
C = \max_{p(\mathbf{S})} I(\mathbf{Y}; \mathbf{U}).
\]  

(16)

Let \( \mathbf{z}_{PSM} \) be the channel output vector of \( \mathbf{M} \) correlators which is corrupted by ISI, MAI and AWGN. After maximum ratio combination (MRC), \( \mathbf{z}_{PSM} \) can be expressed as a \( M \)-dimensional vector shown below.

\[
\mathbf{z}_{PSM} = [z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_M]
\]  

(17)

where \( z_i = ISI_i + MAI_i + N_i \) for \( i \neq n \) and \( z_n = S_n + ISI_n + MAI_n + N_n \) for \( n \)th correlator. It is assumed that signal is transmitted by \( n \)th order pulse waveform where \( n \in \{1, 2, \ldots, M\} \).

Since PSM constellations are in orthogonal space, the channel capacity with input signals restricted to an equiprobable \( M \)-ary PSM signal and with no restriction on the channel output is given by Li et al. (2005)

\[
C_{PSM} = \log_2 M - \frac{1}{M} \sum_{n=1}^{M} \int_{\mathbf{z}_{PSM}} p(\mathbf{z}_{PSM}|\mathbf{s}_{n,PSM}) \log_2 \left( \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{M} p(\mathbf{z}_{PSM}|\mathbf{s}_{k,PSM})}{p(\mathbf{z}_{PSM}|\mathbf{s}_{n,PSM})} \right) d\mathbf{z}_{PSM}
\]  

(18)

where \( p(\mathbf{z}_{PSM}|\mathbf{s}_{n,PSM}) \) is the probability density function (PDF) of \( \mathbf{z}_{PSM} \), for a given \( \mathbf{s}_{PSM} \). Since \( \mathbf{s}_{PSM} \) is dependant on the modulation scheme, the conditional PDF as well as system capacity vary with modulation scheme.

To find the system capacity of \( M \)-ary PSM for TH-UWB systems, it is required to evaluate the PDF of \( M \)-ary PSM scheme. \( \mathbf{z}_{PSM} \) is a \( M \) dimensional joint Gaussian distribution random variable conditioned on \( \mathbf{s}_{n,PSM} \) with a PDF given by,

\[
p(\mathbf{z}_{PSM}|\mathbf{s}_{n,PSM}) = \left( \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} \right)^{M/2} e^{-\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \left( z_{i,n,PSM} - s_{i,n,PSM} \right)^2}{2\sigma^2}} \prod_{i \neq n} e^{-\frac{z_{i,n,PSM}^2}{2\sigma^2}}.
\]  

(19)
where the signal energy in multipath channel is obtained from (7) by substituting $d_m = 1$ given as

$$E_{b,PSM} = \sqrt{E_{tr} N_s} \sum_{p=1}^{L_p} (\alpha_p^{(1)})^2$$

and $\sigma^2$ is the total noise and can be written as

$$\sigma^2 = \sigma^2_{ISI} + \sigma^2_{MAI} + \sigma^2_{N}.$$  

Using (17) and (19) in (18), the channel capacity for an $M$-ary PSM scheme on a block fading channel is given as

$$C_{PSM} = \log_2 M - \frac{1}{M} \sum_{n=1}^{M} E_0,PSM|s_n \log_2 \left( \sum_{k=1}^{M} e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{z_k - E_b,PSM}{2\sigma^2_{ISI}} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{z_n - E_b,PSM}{2\sigma^2_{MAI}} \right)^2} \right)$$

bits / channel use

It is observed that the bandwidth does not directly influence the mutual information, but it more likely depends on the level of modulation schemes and the total noise $\sigma^2$. This noise is directly related to the number of paths is shown in (8) and (9). And if the underlying number of paths $L_p$ is very large and the delays of these paths spread out, $L_p$ will then increase with increasing bandwidth. The ISI can be reduced by increasing the duration of pulse repetition interval, which affects system data rates for $M$-ary PSM scheme as well as for $M$-ary BPSM scheme. It is also observed from (9) that MAI depends on the correlation properties of orthogonal pulses and the number of users. When all the users use pulses from a same set of orthogonal pulses, MAI is the sum of the expectation of the product of auto correlation function and cross correlation function. Hence, MAI is reduced for orthogonal pulse-based modulation due to the presence of cross correlation terms and this is true for all $M$-ary PSM, $M$-ary BPSM and $M$-ary OPPM-BPSM schemes. However, in conventional single pulse approach (pulse position modulation (PPM) and pulse amplitude modulation (PAM)), this is the expectation of the product of auto correlation functions Benedetto & Giancola (2004). It is well-known that a cross correlation function has a smaller value than that of an auto correlation function for orthogonal pulses Dilmaghani et al. (2003).

### 4.2 Capacity of $M$-ary BPSM scheme

In $M$-ary BPSM scheme, two symbols are transmitted by using only one orthogonal pulse. Therefore $M$-ary BPSM symbol vectors can be generated by using $M/2$-dimensional orthogonal space and expressed as

$$s_{mn,BPSM} = [0, \cdots, d_m \sqrt{E_{tr}}, 0, \cdots, 0]$$

where $s_{mn,BPSM}$ is a BPSM signal vector with nonzero value in the $n^{th}$ position, $n \in \{1,2,\ldots,M/2\}$ and $m \in \pm 1$. Therefore, $M$-ary BPSM signal vectors are also in orthogonal space and dimension of signal remains the same as PSM scheme. However, the radius of the noise sphere for BPSM scheme becomes larger than the PSM scheme. It increases the system
performance of BPSM scheme shown in Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a). Now the capacity of $M$-ary BPSM in multipath fading channel can then be expressed as

$$C_{BPSM} = \log_2 M \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{2} \sum_{n=1}^{M/2} p(z_{BPSM}|s_{mn,BPSM}) \right)$$

$$\times \log_2 \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{2} \sum_{k=1}^{M/2} p(z_{BPSM}|s_{jk,BPSM})}{p(z_{BPSM}|s_{mn,BPSM})} \right)$$

$$d z_{BPSM}$$

where $z_{BPSM}$ is a $M/2$-dimensional vector defined as

$$z_{BPSM} = [z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_{M/2}]$$

The joint Gaussian distribution of $z_{BPSM}$ conditioned on $s_{mn,BPSM}$ is expressed as:

$$p(z_{BPSM}|s_{mn,BPSM}) = \left( \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} \right)^{M/2} e^{-\frac{(zm - Eb_{BPSM})^2}{2\sigma^2}} \prod_{i=1}^{M} e^{-\frac{z_i^2}{2\sigma_i^2}}$$

where the signal energy of BPSM in a multipath channel is obtained from (7) as

$$E_{b,BPSM} = \sqrt{E_{tr} N_s d_m} \sum_{p=1}^{L_p} \left( \alpha_p^{(1)} \right)^2$$

Substituting (25) and (26) into (24), the capacity for an $M$-ary BPSM scheme over a fading channel is given as

$$C_{BPSM} = \log_2 M \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{2} \sum_{n=1}^{M} E_{z_{BPSM}|s_{mn}} \log_2 \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} e^{-\frac{(z_j - z_{k})^2 + (z_{k} - E_{b,BPSM})^2}{2(E_{ISI} + \sigma_{ISI}^2)}} \right) \right)$$

bits / channel use

The effects of ISI and MAI of $M$-ary BPSM are similar as $M$-ary PSM scheme. However, the complexity of transceiver for BPSM scheme is reduced by half with respect to PSM scheme for $M > 2$. Moreover, BPSM scheme is capable of providing better system performance and capacity by improving the received signal power Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a).
4.3 Capacity of M-ary OPPM-BPSM scheme

M-ary OPPM-BPSM signal is constructed by using \( L \) orthogonal pulse positions and \( N \) orthogonal pulses. Therefore, OPPM-BPSM signal can be represented by a \( N \times L \)-dimensional signal matrix shown below.

\[
\mathbf{S} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \ddots & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & \ddots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where \( d_m \sqrt{E_{tr}} \) is a signal amplitude at \( l \)th row \( n \)th column. Since matrix has only one nonzero element, for simplicity, the input signal matrix can be expressed as a \( NL \)-array signal vector,

\[
\mathbf{s}_{mnl} = [0, \cdots, d_m \sqrt{E_{tr}}, 0, \cdots, 0]
\]  

At the receiver there are \( NL \) correlators. Therefore, the received signal can be expressed as a \( LN \)-array vector

\[
\mathbf{z}_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}} = [z_{11}, \cdots, z_{1L}, z_{21}, \cdots, z_{NL}]
\]  

where \( z_{ij} = ISI_{ij} + MAI_{ij} + N_{ij} \) for \( (i,j) \neq (n,l) \) and \( z_{nl} = S_{nl} + ISI_{nl} + MAI_{nl} + N_{nl} \). Similarly, the \( M \)-ary OPPM-BPSM modulation scheme for TH-UWB has discrete-valued inputs and continuous-valued outputs, which impose additional constraints on the capacity calculation. Therefore, the capacity for a UWB system using \( M \)-ary OPPM-BPSM can be expressed as

\[
C_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}} = \log_2 M - \frac{1}{2NL} \sum_{m=1}^{2} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \int_{\mathbf{z}_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}}} p(\mathbf{z}_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}}|\mathbf{s}_{mnl})
\times \log_2 \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{2} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{p=1}^{L} p(\mathbf{z}_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}}|\mathbf{s}_{jkp})}{p(\mathbf{z}_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}}|\mathbf{s}_{mnl})} \right) d\mathbf{z}_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}}
\]

If it is assumed that signal is transmitted by using \( n \)th order pulse at \( l \)th pulse position, the joint Gaussian distribution of \( \mathbf{z}_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}} \) conditioned on \( \mathbf{s}_{mnl} \) can be expressed as

\[
p(\mathbf{z}_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}}|\mathbf{s}_{mnl}) = \left( \frac{1}{2\pi \sigma^2} \right)^{NL} \left( \prod_{i=1}^{N} \prod_{j=1}^{L} e^{-\frac{z_{ij}^2}{2\sigma^2}} \right) \prod_{(i,j) \neq (n,l)} e^{-\frac{(z_{nl} - E_{b,\text{OPPM-BPSM}})^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]

where the signal energy over a multipath channel is obtained from (7) as Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a)

\[
E_{b,\text{OPPM-BPSM}} = \sqrt{E_{tr}} N_s d_m \sum_{p=1}^{L_p} (\alpha_p^{(1)})^2
\]

Substituting (30) and (32) into (31), the capacity is given as
\[
C_{\text{OPPM-BPSM}} = \log_2 M - \frac{1}{2NL} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \sum_{n=1}^{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} E_{2\text{OPPM-BPSM}}|s_{\text{mul}}| \times \log_2 \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{L} \sum_{i=1}^{L} e^{-z_{nl} - z_{ki}} + \left( z_{ki} - E_{b\text{OPPM-BPSM}} \right)^2 - \left( z_{nl} - E_{b\text{OPPM-BPSM}} \right)^2 \right)^2
\]

(34) bits / channel use

In M-ary PSM and M-ary BPSM scheme, ISI is reduced only by reducing pulse repetition interval which limits the system data rate. In M-ary OPPM-BPSM scheme, the duration of pulse repetition interval can be reduced by using several orthogonal pulses in one pulse position. However, this process reduces the system performance for higher values of M. This is a practical limitation for high data rate systems and we need to select a suitable value of M in an actual system design.

4.4 Simulation results

In these simulation studies, the capacities of a UWB system adopting M-ary PSM, M-ary BPSM and M-ary OPPM-BPSM modulation schemes are investigated over the modified IEEE 802.15.3a UWB multipath channel model, where M=4, 8, 16 and 32. The capacity is shown in terms of bits per channel use.

For the clear understanding, the system capacity in multipath environment is provided in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The system capacities of M-ary PSM, M-ary BPSM and M-ary OPPM-BPSM for M = 4 and 8 are provide in Fig. 6. Although, 8-ary PSM, 8-ary BPSM are the specific schemes of 8-ary OPPM-BPSM, 8-ary OPPM-BPSM outperform 8-ary PSM and 8-ary BPSM. It is because they use different pulse repetition intervals due to their different number of pulse positions and pulses. 4-ary BPSM and 4-ary OPPM-BPSM are identical since both use 1 positions and 2 pulses. It is also observed that at low SNR 4-ary OPPM-BPSM provide better system capacity than the 8-ary PSM scheme. It means that higher level PSM scheme does not provide good system capacity at low SNR.

The capacities of 16-ary PSM, 16-ary BPSM and 16-ary OPPM-BPSM schemes are provided in Fig. 7. 16-ary OPPM-BPSM scheme can be designed in 4 ways such as by using 1 position, 2 positions, 3 positions and 4 positions. 16-ary BPSM is a specific scheme of 16-ary OPPM-BPSM when number of pulse position is 1. The system capacity of the OPPM-BPSM scheme increases with decrease in the number of pulse positions when modulation uses combined of OPPM and BPSM. However, in terms of performance, the system performance decreases with the decrease in the number of pulse positions for a given value of M as shown in our previous work Majhi, Madhukumar, Premkumar & Chin (2007a). Therefore, modulation scheme is to be designed based on capacity and performance requirement of the system.

The capacities of 32-ary PSM, 32-ary BPSM and 32-ary OPPM-BPSM schemes for two different orthogonal pulse sets are provided in Fig. 8. It is observed that PSWFs provide better system capacity than MHPs. It is because of the PSWFs provides less ISI and MAI than the MHPs due to better autocorrelation properties of PSWFs. Therefore, the design of an orthogonal pulse becomes critical to increase the capacity of orthogonal pulse based UWB systems. However, for 32-ary BPPM scheme, PSWFs and MHPs provide the same system capacity. It is because
Fig. 6. The capacities of $M$-ary PSM, $M$-ary BPSM and $M$-ary OPPM-BPSM schemes in a multipath environment where $M=4$ and $8$.

Fig. 7. The capacities of 16-ary PSM, 16-ary BPSM and 16-ary OPPM-BPSM schemes in multipath environment.
we have used 1st order PSWF and 1st order MHP in 32-ary BPPM. It is known that both the pulses provide exactly the same correlation properties for the 1st order pulse. Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show that the average full capacity for all values of \( M \) for \( M \)-ary PSM is nearly achieved where the SNR is close to 23 dB, 20 dB for \( M \)-ary BPSM and 17 dB for \( M \)-ary OPPM-BPSM. It is also observed that \( M \)-ary OPPM-BPSM has 3 dB more SNR than \( M \)-ary BPSM and 6 dB greater SNR than \( M \)-ary PSM at the same capacity. This is because of the use of orthogonal pulses resulting in that ISI and MAI are less for \( M \)-ary OPPM-BPSM scheme than \( M \)-ary PSM and \( M \)-ary BPSM schemes for the same value of \( M \). However, after 25 dB SNR, the capacities are close to the same irrespective of the modulation schemes.

Under the same simulation condition the system capacities of 16-ary BPPM, 16-ary PSM, 16-ary BPSM and 16-ary OPPM-BPSM as a function of number of MPC are provided in Fig. 9. It has been observed that capacities for all schemes decrease with increase in the number of MPC. This is because ISI and MAI increase with the increase in the number of MPC, resulting in the reduction of mutual information. It proves that mutual information is inversely proportional to number of MPC. It is also observed that BPPM and OPPM-BPSM are more sensitive to the number of MPC. When number of MPC is more than 10, the capacities of BPPM and OPPM-BPSM are decreased more gradually than the PSM and BPSM scheme. It is because of involving pulse position modulation in both BPPM and OPPM-BPSM. Indeed, it is known that pulse position modulation is more sensitive in multipath environment. However, OPPM-BPSM still outperforms conventional BPPM scheme for the same values of \( M \).

### 5. Power spectral analysis of TH-UWB systems

In orthogonal pulse based signal, different symbols are transmitted by different order orthogonal pulses. The continuous spectrum, energy spectral density (ESD), changes with symbol. The discrete spectral component changes with orthogonality of the pulses and TH code. Therefore, a mathematical framework is essential to understand the orthogonal pulse based PSD in the presence of deterministic TH code Majhi et al. (2010). We assume that the analysis is only for 1 user. For simplicity, the superscript/subscript terms in (35) are omitted/modified. After some modification, sum of \( M \) symbol can be written from (2) as

\[
s_p(t) = \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \sum_{h=0}^{N_s-1} a_l w_l \left( t - l N_p T_f + h T_f - c_{l,h} T_c - \delta_l \right) \tag{35}
\]

where \( a_l \) is the amplitude and \( \delta_l \) is the pulse position. The terms \( a_l, \delta_l \) and \( w_l \) are independent and stationary process. The index \( p \) is related to TH code, \( c_{l,h} \), and TH period, \( N_p \). To simplify the analysis of the PSD of TH-UWB signal, it is assumed that the number of time frames for a symbol is \( N_s \) and it is equal to \( N_p \). Since (35) depends on the time dithering, it can be written in continuous form as

\[
y(t) = \sum l s_p(t - l N_p T_f). \tag{36}
\]

The PSD is computed by evaluating the Fourier transform (FT) of the autocorrelation function of \( y(t) \) i.e.

\[
P_y(f) = \mathcal{F} \left\{ E \{y(t)y(t+\tau)\} \right\} \tag{37}
\]
Fig. 8. The capacity of 32-ary PSM, 32-ary BPSM and 32-ary OPPM-BPSM schemes in a multipath environment with different sets of orthogonal pulse waveforms.

Fig. 9. The capacity versus multipath components is provided for 16-ary BPPM, 16-ary PSM, 16-ary BPSM and 16-ary OPPM-BPSM schemes.
where \( \mathcal{F}\{.\} \) denotes the FT and \( E\{.\} \) denotes the expectation operator. Therefore, the PSD can be expressed as Padgett et al. (2003)

\[
P_y(f) = \frac{1}{N_p T_f} \left[ E\left\{ |S_p(f)|^2 \right\} - E\left\{ S_p(f) S_q^*(f) \right\} \right]
+ \frac{1}{(N_p T_f)^2} \sum_k E\left\{ S_p(f) S_q^*(f) \right\} \delta\left( f - \frac{k}{N_p T_f} \right)
\]  

(38)

where \( p \) and \( q \) are two independent random variables with the same probability distribution function. \( S_p(f) \) is the FT of \( s_p(t) \). It can be expressed as

\[
S_p(f) = \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} M_{l+1} W_l(f) T_l(f) a_l e^{-j2\pi f \delta_l}
\]  

(39)

where \( W_l(f) \) is the FT of the transmitted pulse \( w_l(t) \). The time domain representation of \((l+2)\)th order MHPs can be expressed as

\[
nw_{l+2}(t) = 2tw_{l+1}(t) - 2(l+1)w_l(t)
\]  

(40)

The FT of \( w_{l+1}(f) \) can be expressed as

\[
W_{l+1}(f) = j \left[ \frac{1}{4\pi} \dot{W}_l(f) - 2\pi f W_l(f) \right]
\]  

(41)

where “˙” stands for derivative with respect to frequency. For MHP, \( W_0(f) \) is defined as

\[
W_0(f) = 2\sqrt{\pi} e^{-4\pi^2 f^2}
\]  

(42)

The time and frequency domain representation of MHPs are given in Fig. 1. \( T_l(f) \) is the FT of the TH code which transmits the \( l \)th symbol

\[
T_l(f) = \sum_{h=0}^{N_t-1} e^{-j2\pi f \left( c_{i,h} T_c +(lN_p+h)T_f \right)}
\]  

(43)

To find the closed form expression of \( P_y(f) \) in (38), the expectation of \( |S_p(f)|^2 \) is to be evaluated. It is given as

\[
E\left\{ |S_p(f)|^2 \right\} = E\left\{ \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{M-1} W_l(f) W_n(f)^* T_l(f) \times T_n^*(f) a_l a_n e^{-j2\pi f \left( \delta_l - \delta_n \right)} \right\}
\]  

(44)

Since \( a_l \) and \( a_n \) are independent random variables derived from the same process and \( \delta_l \) and \( \delta_n \) are independent random variables derived from different processes. Therefore, (44) can be
rewritten as
\[
E \left\{ |S_p(f)|^2 \right\} = \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \left\{ |W_l(f)|^2 |T_l(f)|^2 E\{a_l^2\} + \sum_{n=0}^{M-1} W_l(f)W_n^*(f)T_l(f)T_n^*(f) \right\} \times E\{a_l\}E\{a_n\}E\{e^{-j2\pi f(\delta_l-\delta_n)}\}. \tag{45}
\]

Similarly, the second expectation in (38) can be expressed as
\[
E\{S_p(f)S_q^*(f)\} = \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{M-1} W_l(f)W_n^*(f)T_l(f)T_n^*(f) \times E\{a_l\}E\{a_n\}E\{e^{-j2\pi f(\delta_l-\delta_n)}\}. \tag{46}
\]

The waveforms \(s_p(t)\) and \(s_q(t)\) are generated by two i.i.d processes. Therefore, the expectation in (46) is independent of \(l\) and \(n\) and equal to the case \(l \neq n\) of (45) i.e.
\[
E\{S_p(f)S_q^*(f)\} = E\{a_l\}E\{a_n\}E\{e^{-j2\pi f(\delta_l-\delta_n)}\}
\times \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{M-1} W_l(f)W_n^*(f)T_l(f)T_n^*(f). \tag{47}
\]

Substituting (45) and (47) in (38), the final PSD can be formulated as in (48)
\[
P_g(f) = \frac{E\{a_l^2\} - E\{a_l\}E\{a_n\}E\{e^{-j2\pi f(\delta_l-\delta_n)}\}}{N_p T_f} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |W_l(f)|^2 |T_l(f)|^2
+ \frac{E\{a_l\}E\{a_n\}E\{e^{-j2\pi f(\delta_l-\delta_n)}\}}{(N_p T_f)^2} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{M-1} W_l(f)W_n^*(f)T_l(f)T_n^*(f) \sum_{k} \delta(f - k \frac{N_p T_f}{N_p T_f}). \tag{48}
\]

Although UWB signals are alike in the frequency domain, they are diverse in the time domain due to their different characteristics of time domain parameters \(N_p, T_f, a_l\) and \(w_l\). We see that the PSD of orthogonal pulse-based modulation signals consists of continuous and discrete spectral components which change with the order of pulse waveforms and modulation schemes. The variation of PSD over different orthogonal pulse-based signaling are given in the following section.

5.1 PSD of M-ary PSM scheme
In PSM scheme, symbols are modulated only by the order of orthogonal pulses. The generalized terms in (48) are specified by \(a_l=1\) and \(\delta_l = 0\). The expectations of these variables are \(E\{a_l^2\} = 1, E\{a_l\}E\{a_n\}_{l \neq n} = 0\) and \(E\{e^{-j2\pi f(\delta_l-\delta_n)}\} = 1\) respectively. The PSD of the PSM signal can be written from (48) as
\[
P_g(f) = p(f) + p_k(f) \tag{49}
\]
where
\[
p(f) = \frac{1}{N_p T_f} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |W_l(f)|^2 |T_l(f)|^2
\]
(50)
and
\[
p_k(f) = \frac{1}{(N_p T_f)^2} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N_s-1} W_l(f) W_n^*(f) T_l(f) T_n^*(f) 
\times \sum_k \delta \left( f - \frac{k}{N_p T_f} \right)
\]
(51)

We see that \( p(f) \) is continuous spectrum component. It depends on the TH code and the ESD of the \( l^{th} \) order orthogonal pulse. Since ESD of different order orthogonal pulses are not identical, the selection of order of the orthogonal pulses plays an important role for continuous spectral component.

\( p_k(f) \) is the discrete spectral component which induces UWB interference on the other narrow band systems Majhi, Madhukumar & Ye (2007). The discrete components of the signal appear based on the term \( \sum_k \delta \left( f - \frac{k}{N_p T_f} \right) \). It shows that the position of discrete component depends on the TH code and its dynamic range of amplitude depends on the orthogonality of pulses. Since pulses are orthogonal in time and frequency domains, the value of \( W_l(f) W_n^*(f) \) is approximately zero, as a result, the dynamic range of amplitude of the discrete spectral components becomes very small. This small dynamic range increases the average transmitted power in pulse and improves the UWB system performance. It helps UWB signal to coexist with other systems without any serious performance degradation. In addition, it facilitates UWB signal to keep its spectrum under the FCC spectral mask without minimizing the average transmitted power in the signal.

### 5.2 PSD of M-ary BPSM scheme

In BPSM scheme, symbols are modulated by order and amplitude of the pulses, i.e. \( a_l \in \{ \pm 1 \} \) and \( \delta_l = 0 \). The expectation of these variables are \( E\{a_l^2\} = 1 \), \( E\{a_l\} = 0 \) and \( E\{e^{-j2\pi f(\delta_l - \delta_n)}\} = 1 \). The corresponding PSD of BPSM scheme can be expressed from (48) as
\[
\begin{align*}
P_y(f) &= \frac{1}{N_p T_f} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \sum_{h=0}^{N_s-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N_e-1} |W_l(f)|^2 \\
&\times \exp \left( -j2\pi f \left( (c_{l,h} - c_{l,k}) T_c + (h-k) T_f \right) \right)
\end{align*}
\]
(52)

The continuous PSD component of BPSM signal is same as PSM scheme. However, the discrete spectral components become zero due to the antipodal pulse. The PSD of the TH-UWB signal for BPSM scheme is smoothed. This allows the signal to coexist with other NB signals. The extensive studies found that any antipodal signal has only continuous spectral component Majhi, Madhukumar & Ye (2007). The continuous component can be easily fitted to FCC by using appropriate MHPs.
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Fig. 10. PSD of 8-ary OPPM scheme with 3\textsuperscript{rd} order MHP and TH code length is 8.

5.3 PSD of M-ary OPPM-BPSM scheme

For OPPM-BPSM scheme, $a_l \in \{\pm 1\}$ and $\delta_l = (l-1)\delta$, where $\delta$ is the constant time shift length. This implies, $E\{a_l^2\} = 1$, $E\{a_l a_n\} = 0$ and $E\{e^{-j2\pi f m T_s \delta}\} = (1 + \cos(2\pi m f T_s))/2$. The corresponding PSD of OPPM-BPSM signal can be expressed as

$$P_y(f) = \frac{1}{N_p T_f} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \sum_{h=0}^{N_c-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N_s-1} |W_l(f)|^2 \times \exp\left(-j2\pi f ((c_{l,h} - c_{l,k})T_c + (h-k)T_f)\right)$$

(53)

The PSDs of BPSM and OPPM-BPSM schemes are identical. However, OPPM-BPSM can be used for higher level modulation scheme for higher data rate systems. Therefore, OPPM-BPSM modulation is an attractive choice of TH-UWB signal from several aspects.

6. Simulation results and discussions

In this section, PSD is provided for orthogonal pulse-based signaling and compared with conventional OPPM scheme. In simulation, different order of MHPs are used with two different lengths of TH code 8 and 16. The other simulation parameters are set to $T_f = 60$ ns and pulse width is 0.7ns.

Since BPSM and OPPM-BPSM have antipodal signal, they have only continuous spectral component and shape of their spectral is same as continuous component of non antipodal signal. The only difference is that spectral of antipodal signal does not contain any discrete component. The PSD in non antipodal modulation schemes is more complicated. Since OPPM and OPPM-PSM are special cases of OPPM-BPSM, OPPM and OPPM-PSM have been chosen...
to compare the PSD of the signal. The PSD of 8-ary OPPM is given in Fig. 10 for 3rd order pulse and in Fig. 11 for 4th and 5th order pulses with TH code of length 8 and $T_c = 7.5\text{ns}$. Since each time only one pulse is used in OPPM scheme, orthogonality is maintained by position not by pulse. The 3rd order pulse almost satisfy the FCC spectral mask except some discrete components. However, 4th and 5th order pulses do not satisfy the FCC spectral mask shown in Fig. 11. The dynamic range of the amplitude of discrete components of OPPM scheme is about 8 dB which is very high. The power of the signal is calculated based on the line where the dynamic range is zero (4 dB below from the pick point). As FCC rules, pick amplitude must be below the -41.25 dBm limit. Therefore, the power of the signal is calculated based on the line which is maximum up to -45.25 dBm. As a result, signal provides low average transmitted power which degrades the system performance. Not that if the dynamic range becomes zero, the maximum limit becomes -41.25 dBm.

Fig. 12 shows the PSD of 8-ary OPPM-PSM for 4 positions and 2 orthogonal pulses with TH code of length 8. We see that that dynamic range of the amplitude of the discrete spectral component of OPPM-PSM scheme is 4 dB which is lower than the OPPM scheme even the same length of TH code is used. It is because of the orthogonality of pulses. So by reducing dynamic range, we can improve the UWB system performance by increasing the average transmitted power in the signal pulse as well as we can reduce the UWB interference over other radio systems. Again by applying TH code over these orthogonal pulse-based modulation, dynamic range of amplitude of discrete component further could be reduced. Fig. 13 shows the PSD of 8-ary OPPM-PSM with TH code of length 16 and $T_c = 3.75\text{ns}$. The dynamic range is almost reduced to 1 dB. However, it can not be reduced to zero whatever the length of TH code used. We also see that the average transmitted power in Fig. 13 is more
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**Fig. 11.** (a) PSD of 8-ary OPPM scheme with 4th order MHP. (b) PSD of 8-ary OPPM scheme with 5th order MHP and TH code length is 8
Fig. 12. PSD of 8-ary OPPM-PSM schemes for 4 positions and 2 pulses ($0^{th}$ and $3^{rd}$) with TH code of length 8

Fig. 13. PSD of 8-ary OPPM-PSM schemes for 4 positions and 2 pulses $0^{th}$ and $3^{rd}$ with TH code of length 16
than the previous cases. Therefore, orthogonal pulse-based TH-UWB signaling has several advantages than its complexity burden.

7. Summary

This book chapter provides TH-UWB system model based on orthogonal pulse waveform such as MHPs and PSWFs. The performance of orthogonal pulse based modulation schemes is provided over multipath channel. Several interference issues such as ISI and MAI are provided in the presence of RAKE reception. The system capacity of pulse based modulation schemes over multipath channel is analyzed in details. Finally PSD analysis for PSM, BPSM and OPPM-BPS is drawn by using two different sets of orthogonal pulse waveforms.
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Ultra wideband (UWB) communication systems are characterized by high data rates, low cost, multipath immunity, and low power transmission. In 2002, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) legalized low power UWB emission between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz for indoor communication devices stimulating rapid development of UWB technologies and applications. The proposed book Novel Applications of the UWB Technologies consists of 5 parts and 20 chapters concerning the general problems of UWB communication systems, and novel UWB applications in personal area networks (PANs), medicine, radars and localization systems. The book will be interesting for engineers and researchers occupied in the field of UWB technology.
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